COMPARISON OF RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN VARIOUS MULTICRYSTALLINE SILICON MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT: We compare the recombination properties of grain boundaries in conventionally-solidified p-type, n-type and ‘high performance’ p-type multicrystalline silicon wafers in terms of their surface recombination velocities, and evaluate their response to phosphorus gettering and hydrogenation. Overall, grain boundaries in the conventional p-type samples were found to be more recombination active than those in the high performance p-type and conventional n-type samples. As-grown grain boundaries in high performance multicrystalline silicon were not recombination active and only became active after thermal processes. In contrast, grain boundaries in the n-type samples were already recombination active in the as-grown state, but show a dramatic reduction in their recombination strength after gettering and hydrogenation. Distinct sub-bandgap photoluminescence spectra were detected from grain boundaries that are already active before gettering, and also those activated by gettering, suggesting different origins for their recombination activities. Moreover, the detrimental influence of grain boundaries on solar cell devices is discussed with the aid of numerical simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Grain boundaries (GBs) are one type of crystal defect which significantly affects the efficiency of multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cells. The electrical properties of GBs depend on the geometry of the GBs, the contamination levels in the materials, and their interactions [1-4]. It has also been shown that their properties change after phosphorous gettering [4-8] and hydrogenation [4, 8-11]. Although GBs have been studied extensively in the literature, the underlying mechanisms of GB behaviour are still not fully understood. One of the challenges is the lack of a quantitative method that is suitable to be applied on a large number of GBs, to evaluate their recombination properties for a statistically relevant analysis. In our previous work [12], we proposed a method to quantify the recombination strength of a GBs in terms of the effective surface recombination velocity ($S_{eff}$), based on photoluminescence (PL) imaging and 2D modelling of the emitted PL profile. In this work, we apply this method to compare the recombination properties of a relatively large number of GBs from three different types of mc-Si materials, namely conventionally-solidified p-type and n-type mc-Si wafers, and also the recently developed ‘high performance’ p-type mc-Si wafers, and investigate their response to phosphorous gettering and hydrogenation. In addition to band-to-band PL imaging, we also study sub-bandgap PL emitted from several selected GBs by applying a micron-scale PL spectroscopy technique at low temperature.

2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Sample Preparation

Wafers used in this work were cut from three commercially grown directionally-solidified mc-Si ingots, that is, a conventional p-type boron doped ingot, a conventional n-type phosphorous doped ingot, and a high performance p-type boron doped ingot. The conventional n-type and high performance p-type mc-Si wafers were around 180 μm and 200 μm thick respectively and have a similar background doping of around $1.2 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. The conventional p-type mc-Si wafers were around 330 μm thick with a background doping of $1.5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$. Wafers with similar background doping were selected in this work to avoid its potential impact on carrier lifetime, thus allowing direct comparisons between the materials.

Phosphorous gettering was performed through subjecting the wafers to a 30 min POCl$_3$ diffusion at 880°C, followed by an extended annealing in an N$_2$ ambient for more than 12 hours at 600°C in the same diffusion furnace, resulting in sheet resistance values of around $20 \Omega/\square$ measured using a 4-point probe. Hydrogenation is achieved by coating the samples with silicon nitride films and firing in a rapid thermal processing (RTP) furnace (Unitemp UTP-1100) for 3 min at 700°C in N$_2$ ambient. The sample preparation procedures are described in detail in Ref. [13].

For PL measurements, the wafers were divided into two groups. Half of the sister wafers received silicon nitride films on both surfaces for passivation, while the other half of the wafers received silicon nitride films on the front surfaces and thin metallic aluminium films (approximately 10 nm) on the rear surfaces using thermal evaporation, to achieve instantaneous rear surface recombination conditions. The double-side passivated wafers were used to evaluate the bulk lifetime of the intra-grain regions required for the modelling, while the single-side passivated wafers were used to investigate GB behaviour, using techniques described in more detail in Ref. [12]. The deposited silicon nitride films in this work were around 85 nm thick and were deposited with a Roth & Rau plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) system with deposition temperatures between 250°C and 300°C.

2.2 Characterisation methods

PL images used in this work have a pixel size of 22 μm and were captured with a BT Imaging LIS-R1 tool, in which an 808 nm laser is used for carrier excitation. A
short pass filter with a cut off wavelength of 1050 nm is fitted in the imaging lens to reduce the impact of lateral light scattering both within the sample itself and within the camera’s CCD chip. Image deconvolution using an experimentally determined point-spread function (PSF) was applied to the PL images to further reduce the impact of image blurring caused by cross-talk in the CCD chip [14].

The recombination activity of a GB is evaluated in terms of its surface recombination velocity ($S_{GB}$), determined by fitting the simulated PL profile across the GB, modelled using a finite difference method based on the continuity equation, to an experimental PL profile extracted from a PL image. The details of the method are described in Ref. [12]. The surface recombination velocity ($S_{GB}$) represents the intrinsic recombination properties of a GB in absolute terms, and does not depend on other parameters such as the lifetime of the intra-grain regions. This allows a direct comparison of GB properties in different materials, before and after various processes.

Micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed with a Horiba Jobin-Yvon T6400 micro-Raman spectrometer. The excitation source is a 532 nm laser with an estimated power of 10 mW and a spot size of 2-3 microns. The emission is detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs detector.

3 RESULTS

3.1 The Influence of phosphorous gettering and hydrogenation

Fig. 1(a) shows the average lifetimes of the intra-grain regions in the conventional p-type, n-type and high performance p-type mc-Si wafers at approximately 0.1 sun conditions, which corresponds to an injection level close to maximum power in a working solar cell [15]. It can be observed that the intra-grain lifetimes of the n-type samples can reach 1 ms or above and are considerably higher than the other two p-type materials studied here. This is likely to be due to the higher immunity of metal contamination in n-type materials compared to p-type materials [16]. Interestingly, hydrogenation is more effective in n-type materials than p-type materials, being able to further improve the intra-grain lifetime of gettered n-type samples substantially. It is also noted that, although the as-grown intra-grain lifetime of conventional p-type samples is much lower than the high performance p-type samples, their difference largely reduces after gettering and hydrogenation, suggesting that gettering and hydrogenation are very effective in improving the lifetimes of samples with higher levels of impurities.

Fig. 1(b) compares the $S_{GB}$ of GBs from the three groups of samples before and after gettering and hydrogenation. GBs tend to become more recombination active after gettering. Hydrogenation is able to deactivate most of the GBs in n-type samples, while only offset part of the increase in $S_{GB}$ induced by gettering in p-type samples. This echoes the observations above, suggesting that hydrogenation is more effective on n-type mc-Si than p-type mc-Si. The observed behaviour could potentially be related to the charge state of hydrogen. Most of the monatomic hydrogen is positively charged during the high temperature process [17], hence they might be more attractive to negatively charged impurities which are detrimental in n-type materials due to cumbonic attraction, improving the effectiveness of hydrogenation.
in the intra-grain region, as described above. This could also explain why the cell efficiency of high performance mc-Si solar cells does not suffer from a higher GB density as a result of smaller grain size in the material.

3.2 Sub-bandgap photoluminescence

In addition to band-to-band PL imaging, micro-PL spectroscopy technique was also applied to measure sub-bandgap PL emitted from several selected GBs in the conventional p-type mc-Si wafers at low temperature (79K), using it as an additional tool to analyse GBs. It is found that distinct sub-bandgap PL spectra were detected from GBs that are already active in the as-grown state and gettering-activated GBs. An example is shown in Fig. 2. GB1 is a Σ27 GB, while GB2 is a RA GB with misorientation angle of 33° along the axis [342]. GB2 is not recombination active in the as-grown state, but becomes very active after gettering, while GB1 is active even before gettering. Sub-bandgap PL around 1400 nm is only observed on GB2 after gettering, indicating the possibilities of different origins for the recombination activities in intrinsic active GBs and gettering activated GBs.

![Figure 2: PL spectra of two selected GBs from the conventional p-type mc-Si wafer. A and G denote as-grown and gettered GBs respectively. BB and BBPR denote band-band line and the first phonon replica of the band-band line respectively.](image)

The observed sub-bandgap PL could be related to the well-known dislocation luminescence or D-lines detected from dislocations [19-21]. Tajima et al. [21] studied D-lines emitted from dislocation networks or so-called small angle GBs in mc-Si materials and attributed the origin of D1/D2 lines (detected at 1530 and 1410 nm) to secondary defects or impurities trapped by the strain field around the dislocations, and D3/D4 lines (detected at 1330 and 1240 nm) to the intrinsic nature of dislocations. The observed sub-bandgap PL at around 1400 nm from GB2 could be due to the certain types of impurities such as interstitial impurities or small metal precipitates that formed around the GB after gettering. These impurities could be responsible for the dramatic increase in its $S_{GB}$ value. Further studies are needed to identify the root cause for the observed sub-bandgap PL. Nevertheless, the work presented here highlights the possibility of using sub-bandgap PL to detect or identify certain impurities at GBs.

3.3 Activation of GBs in high performance mc-Si during thermal annealing and phosphorous getting

One of the features observed in this work is that GBs in high performance mc-Si are not recombination active, or only slightly active, before any thermal processes, but become active after gettering and hydrogenation. This could be due to the high temperature applied during the process, or the rapid quenching afterward, that causes a redistribution of impurities near the GBs [13, 22, 23]. In order to clarify the cause of this behaviour, an annealing experiment is performed. Fig. 3 shows PL images of a set of high performance mc-Si wafers that were annealing at various temperatures for 30 minutes in an N$_2$ ambient. Samples in Fig. 3(b) and (c) were air cooled to room temperature after the anneal, whereas the sample in Fig. 3(d) was slow cooled from 700°C to 400°C with a cooling rate of around 10°C – 15°C per 15 minutes and air cooled to room temperature afterward. Being limited by the equipment used, slow cooling from 700°C to room temperature could not be performed. The variation in the PL intensity among different grains in Fig. 3(a) and (d) is due to an orientation dependent surface passivation effect (native oxide for (a) and thermally grown silicon oxide for (b)), as discussed in Ref. [24, 25]. Note that the samples in these PL images are unpassivated, and hence the images are only valid for qualitative comparisons.

![Figure 3: PL images of unpassivated high performance p-type mc-Si wafers before and after thermal annealing. The contrast in each image was adjusted using 50% and 150% of the average PL intensity as the minimum and maximum thresholds. The bright ring appearing in (c) is the inductive coil equipped in the PL imager for the QSSPC lifetime measurement (not used here).](image)
From Fig. 3, it can be seen that GBs in the studied high performance mc-Si are quite stable below 400°C. The activation of GBs occurs between 400°C and 550°C. Even with a slow cooling rate, the activation cannot be avoided, as shown in Fig. 3(d). This indicates that rather than the quenching rate, the anneal temperature is more likely to be the key parameter affecting the recombination properties of GBs in the studied high performance mc-Si ingot.

![Image](a) As-grown

(b) 30 min anneal at 700°C

(c) PDG + overnight anneal at 600°C

**Figure 4:** PL images of single-side passivated high performance p-type mc-Si wafers before and after thermal annealing and phosphorous diffusion gettering (PDG). Phosphorous gettering was performed through a 30 minute POCl3 diffusion at 880°C followed by an overnight anneal. The phosphorous diffused layers were removed before passivation. Both samples in (b) and (c) were air cooled to room temperature after the processes. The contrast in each image was adjusted using 50% and 150% of the PL intensity of an intra-grain region in the image as the minimum and maximum thresholds.

Here, we also compare the effect of thermal annealing to phosphorus gettering. Fig. 4 shows PL images of another set of high performance mc-Si samples before and after thermal annealing and phosphorous gettering. Note that in contrast to those in Fig. 3, single-side passivated samples were used to allow a more direct comparison of the recombination activities of GBs, as explained in detail in Ref. [12]. As shown in Fig. 4, GBs in the wafers were activated by either thermal annealing or gettering. Comparing Fig. 4(b) and (c), it seems that GBs after thermal annealing are more recombination active than those after gettering. This might suggest that a portion of the metal impurities around GBs could in fact be gettered by the phosphorous diffused layers, though the benefit of this effect is overshadowed by the redistribution of metal impurities around the GB as a result of the high temperature used in the process, leading to an overall increase in their recombination behaviour.

3.4 Detrimental influence of GBs on devices

It should be noted that the overall detrimental influence of a GB depends not only on the intrinsic recombination properties of the GB, but also on other conditions such as the surface conditions, the intra-grain lifetime and the operating conditions. Fig. 5 shows the PL intensity profile across a GB with $S_{GB}$ of 1000 cm/s in three different samples: an ideal sample without any surface recombination, a passivated sample and a passivated diffused sample. The total reduction in the PL intensity represents the effective influence of a GB on the neighbouring regions. As illustrated in Fig. 5, surface recombination reduces the overall impact of GBs as it acts as another competing recombination channel for carriers. By contrast, heavily doped layers at the surface provide additional paths for lateral carrier transport, hence further extending the region of influence of GBs [13].

**Figure 5:** PL profile across a GB with $S_{GB}$ of 1000 cm/s under various surface conditions. Only one side of the PL profile is shown as the PL profile is symmetrical. The bulk lifetimes of the neighboring grains are assumed to be injection independent and are set to be 500 μs. The wafers are illuminated with an incident photon flux of $2.3 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, at 808 nm.

Moreover, the spatial influence of GBs tends to be larger under open circuit conditions in comparison to short circuit conditions. Under open circuit conditions, carriers can flow freely from the intra-grain regions to the GBs either via the heavily doped regions or bulk diffusion [26, 27]. Under short circuit conditions, most of the carriers that reach pn junction are likely to be collected at metal contacts and extracted to the external circuit instead of flowing into the GBs. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 which shows a two dimensional simulation, performed with Sentaurus [28], of the electron concentration around a GB with $S_{GB}$ of 1000 cm/s at different operating conditions. In Fig. 6, lateral variation in the electron concentration is due to GB recombination, whereas the vertical variation is caused by charge collection and recombination in the heavily doped regions. It can be seen that the influence of GB is at maximum under open circuit condition. Their impact reduces at maximum power point and is minimal at short circuit conditions in which the carrier density is strongly dominated by charge collection and emitter recombination.
Figure 6: Electron concentration around a GB with $S_{\text{eff}}$ of 1000 cm/s at (a) open circuit, (b) maximum power point and (c) short circuit condition. The bulk lifetimes of the neighbouring grains are set to be $50$ µs. The samples are illuminated at approximately one sun. The $J_0$ for the front and rear surfaces are around 120 $fA/cm^2$ and 90 $fA/cm^2$ respectively. The width and thickness of the sample are set to be 1 cm and 200 µm respectively. Note the different scale in each figure.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a direct comparison of the GB behaviour in conventional p-type, n-type and high performance p-type mc-Si materials. It is found that the GBs in the conventional p-type samples are more recombination active than those in the high performance p-type and conventional n-type samples. Hydrogenation is more effective on the n-type samples than p-type samples, being able to deactivate most of the GBs in n-type samples. As-grown GBs in high performance mc-Si are not recombination active and they only become active after gettering or hydrogenation. Annealing experiments reveal that the activation of GBs in the studied high performance mc-Si occurs between 400°C and 550°C and such activation is more likely to be related to the high temperature used in the process, rather than the rapid quenching afterward. Moreover, distinct sub-bandgap PL spectra were detected from GBs that are already active before gettering, and also from gettering-activated GBs, suggesting different origins for their recombination activities.
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